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2016 The 10
th

INTECOL International Wetlands Conference  

Summary Report 

Leaderette 

2016 the 10th INTECOL International Wetlands Conference was successfullyheld on September 

19-24, 2016. The conference brought lasting and profound impacts for the development of the 

wetland &ecology research, and the exchange of the world science and technology in the fields of 

wetlands.This special issue is compiled in order to record important experience and achievements 

of this conference. 

Text 

International Wetlands Conference is a series conference hosted by International Association for 

Ecology (INTECOL). INTECOL Wetland Working Group (WWG) is responsible for selectingthe 

host countryand assisting it to organize the conference.  

There were about 800 official representatives from 72 countries and regions, including over 300 

foreign participants and more than 10 international organizationsparticipating in the conference. 

The conference set 11 invited plenary speeches and 71 broad and brilliant sessions involving the 

fields of global change, ecosystem services, biogeochemical processes, ecosystem monitoring, 

biological invasion, sewage treatment and wetland sustainable management. Over 50 media 

reported the conference, including CCTV, China Daily and China Ministry of Science and 

Technology, etc. 
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Realistic photo of theconference Logo 

There are several features of the conference: 1)Diverse attending communities, remarkable social 

effects; 2) Releasing the Changshu Declaration on Wetlands, advocating the wetland protection; 

3) Various present forms, many important sessions; 4) Rich exhibition approaches, 

significantpopularization achievements; 5) Setting important patterns, leading the exploration; 

6)Pluralistic scientific awards, commending special contribution; 7) Multiple media reports, wide 

publicity ranges; 8) Enhancing international cooperation, building communication platform. 

The conference provided an exchanging platform for the international experts, scholars and 

management workers; it also made good effects on exchanging the academic science knowledge 

and expanding one's horizon. Meanwhile, the conference has a function of popularization and 

education through academic discussion and communication. 
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1. Acquired conference host right and various supports 

1.1 Nanjing University won the conference host right based on its strong foundation on 

wetlands  

The world has few understanding of Chinese wetland study and management due to absence 

of Chinese participants during 1-7
th

 International Wetlands Conference. It was in 2008, when Dr. 

Shuqing An from Nanjing University gave an invitedplenary speechwith the title of“Wetlands of 

High Asia and Northeast Asia”at the 8
th

 International Wetlands Conference that international peers 

begun to learn thatChinahad made big progress, even become the Asian leader in wetlands 

research and management. In the 9
th

 International Wetlands Conference (USA, 2012), more 

Chinese experts attendedand Dr.ShuqingAn was selected beingamember of the International 

Scientific Committee. 

In February2013, Dr. Shuqing An received an invitation letter for biddingthe 

10
th

International Wetlands Conference from the Co-chairs of INTECOL-WWG. Under the strong 

supports of Nanjing University, Chinese Compliance Office for International Wetland Convention 

(CCOIWC), Ecological Society of China (ESC), and Wetlands International - China Office, Dr. 

Shuqing An and his group completed and submittedthe application in April 2013. The application 

was accepted by INTECOL-WWG, and Nanjing University was shortlisted as one of the 

conference host candidates. In September 21, 2013, according to voting result of INTECOL 

Executive Committee, Nanjing University successfullyacquired the host right of the 

10
th

INTECOL International Wetlands Conference. This conference therefore became one of the 

most important conferencesin the history of Nanjing University. 
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The invitation letter for bidding the 10
th

International Wetlands Conference. 

 

Supports from 3 organizations 

 

Agreement for hosting the 10
th

International Wetlands Conference in China 

1.2 Moved the conference site to Changshu, where the whole city was mobilized for 

conference preparing work 

Since host right declared, the conference receivedwide attention from governments, universities 

and research institutions. Among them, People‟s Government of Changshu delivered their keen 

interests to the hosts: If the conference could be held in Changshu, it would greatly promote 

wetland protection, talents introduction and eco-civilization construction of the city;meanwhile,it 

was also an important part for building the city‟s brand image and expanding international 
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influence. 

The question was whether Changshu City had appropriate reception capacity. 

On January 6
th

, 2014, the preparatorymeeting was held in Changshu Hotel. The representatives 

were as follows: Mr. Cheng Li (President Assistantof Nanjing University); Mr. Jianguo Fan 

(ViceMayor of People‟s Government of Changshu); Mr. Jianfeng Kong (Deputy Director of 

International Cooperation Department of Nanjing University); Mr. BaoxingGao (Director of 

Changshu Agriculture Committee); Mr. Huizhong Dai (Director of Changshu Forest Station) and 

Dr.Shuqing An (Professor of Nanjing University, Dean of Nanjing University Ecological 

Research Institute of Changshu (NJUecoRICH)). Representatives debriefed the reports of Dr. 

Shuqing Anon organizing the conference in Changshu City and put forward to comprehensively 

evaluatethe feasibility. 

From January to March, 2014, staff ofNJUecoRICHthoroughly analyzed and assessed reception 

capacity of Changshu City, including conference venue, meeting facilities, hotels, 

transportations,etc., and came into a conclusion that Changshu city can hold the 10
th

INTECOL 

International Wetlands Conference. The conference venue was preliminary suggested to be 

Changshu International Conference Center. 

 

The survey result of the 10th international wetlandsconference  
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On March 18-19, 2014, Mr. Guangren Ma (Director of CCOIWC) came to Changshu to attend the 

1
st
organizing meeting. The meeting was moderated by Mr. Cheng Li. The participants were: Ms. 

Xiaohong Yan (Deputy Director of Chinese National Center for Wetland Protection and 

Management);Mr. Shirong Liu (President of Ecological Society of China); Mr. Chunsheng Xia 

(Director of Forest Bureau of Jiangsu Province);Mr. HuiqiangXu (Director of Wetland Station of 

Jiangsu Province) and otherrepresentatives ofNanjing University, Suzhou Agriculture Committee 

and Changshu City.  

The meeting made important decisions: In consideration of financing, logistics,excursion and 

other conferenceissues, CCOIWC, ESC, and WetlandsInternational-China Office all agreed to 

move the conference site to Changshu CityWith the confirmation of INTECOL, the 10
th

 

International Wetlands Conference was officially decided to be held in Changshu. 

 

Meeting minutes of the 1
st
organizing meeting 

The meeting also pointed out that 3main tasks should be fulfilled during the conference: Firstly,as 

the host city, Changshu shall refinedly publicize the city image through Chinese major media; 

Secondly, as the mainstays of ecology and wetlandconservation career of China, Ecological 

Society of China and Wetlands International-China Officeshould improvethe academic level and 

international impacts of China in the fields of wetland; Thirdly, as the conference host, Nanjing 
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University shall establish exchange platforms for institutions and talents, track the frontier of 

wetland study, accumulate academic achievements and promote discipline construction of 

wetland and ecology science. 

In the end of 2014,the co-organizers (Changshu Governments and NJUecoRICH) made 

acooperative work schedule to clarify their respective duties and set up orderly cooperation mode. 

During the later period of organizing work, the schedule was continuouslyadjusted, laying a 

strong foundation for good co-organizing of the conference. 

 

The cooperative work schedule of Changshu Government and NJUecoRICH 

From March 2014 to August 2016, fourteen formal organizing meetings and over 20 informal 

meetings were held to coordinate obligations of all parties. Representatives from the hosts, 

supporters and organizers such as AniaGrobicki (Deputy secretary generalofRamsar Secretariat); 

R. Eugene Turner, Jos Verhoeven, Jennifer Ann Davis (Co-Chairs of INTECOL-WWG); 

Guangren Ma (Director ofCCOIWC); Shirong Liu (President of ESC);Yibin Zhang (Party 

Secretary of Nanjing University); Jun Chen (President of Nanjing University); Yi Pan, HailinXue, 

YajunZou (Deputy President of Nanjing University); Cheng Li, LijiePu (President Assistant of 

Nanjing University);JianlinHui (FormerSecretary of Municipal Party Committee of Changshu 

City), Yang Wang (Party Secretary of Changshu City), Qindi Zhou (Mayor of Changshu 

City);Jianguo Wang (Formal Deputy Secretary of Municipal Party Committee of Changshu City), 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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Weibin Han (Deputy Secretary of Municipal Party Committee of Changshu City),Jianguo Fan 

(Vice Mayor of Changshu City) all participated in the preparing meeting and strongly supported 

the organizing work.   

In May 2015, Changshu Government established the Changshu Leading Groupfor conference 

organizing work. The group was constituted by 28 leaders of government sectors of Changshu 

City. Mr. Yang Wang served as the group leader, Mr. Jianguo Wang and Mr. Jianguo Fan served as 

the deputy leaders. The working officeundertaken by Changshu AgricultureCommittee was 

responsible for unifying and coordinating the organizing works.    

 

Document of establishing the Changshu Leading Groupfor conference 

In the late May of 2015, NJUecoRICH and Changshu Agriculture Committee co-established the 

Office of Cooperation. The 7 permanent personnel were severally liable for conference programs, 

academic works, website, publicity, volunteers, excursion and external affairs. The officetermly 

summarized and regularly reported the progress of conference work, and update work schedule 

periodically, efficiently promote the progress of organizing work.    
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Work schedule for the preparing work (Left: March in 2016; Right: August in 2016) 

1.3 Diverse supporters, plentiful contents and various present forms 

During the preparation process, the conference had attracteddiverse famous organizationsto join 

in, including Ramsar Secretariat,United Nations Educational,Scientific and Cultural Organization- 

Man and the Biosphere Programme (UNESCO-MAB),United Nations Environment Programme - 

International Ecosystem Management Partnership (UNEP-IEMP),Society of Wetland Scientists 

(SWS),World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF),Major Science and Technology Program for Water 

Pollution Control and Treatment (MSTP - WPCT), Wetland Conversation Association of China, 

SEE Foundation, Forestry Bureau of Jiangsu Province and Agriculture Committee of Suzhou, etc. 

During the conference, those organizations organized various academic activities, greatly 

contributed to exchange of wetland science and exhibition of wetland careers. 

1) Dr. AniaGrobickifrom RamsarSecretariat gave an invited plenary speech of “Wetlands, water 

and climate: new horizon” in the opening ceremony; also, she provided theoretical guidance 

to the construction of Wetland City in China from the perspective of international authority. 

2) Ms. Gillian Davis, the President of SWS, gave a speech calling for wide attention of wetlands; 

Prof.Jos Verhoeven, the President of SWS‟s European Chapter, made the plenary speech 

of“Wetlands as biogeochemical hotspots affecting climate and water quality”; Ms. Kimberly 

Ponzio, the Immediate Past President of SWS, convened a symposium of “Building resiliency 

to changing conditions in wetland management andrestoration project”, discussing wetland 

important issues related to ecosystem services and resiliency in a changing world. 

3) WWF organized the workshop “Rural wetland value reconstruction”and promoted the 

concept of “Rural Wetland”.  

4) Jane Madgwick, the CEO of Wetland International, made a speech at the closing ceremony, 

together with Prof. Jos Verhoeven. This speech reflected the highlights and achievements of 

the conference in an innovative way. 

5) The Chinese National Center for Wetland Protection and Management organized 2symposia: 

“Construction and managementof wetland parks” and “Sharing of wetland restoration 

techniques and practices”. The symposia comprehensively displayed the achievements of 

wetland park construction and enlightened the development direction of wetland parks in 

China; 

6) The MSTP - WPCT held the symposia “Technology of ecological restoration and wetland 
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conservation for rivers”, “Technology of ecological restoration and wetland conservation for 

lakes”, which concisely summarized the experience and technology of water pollution 

worksof China in the recent years. 

7) The Wetland Conservation Association of China, National Plateau Wetlands Research Center 

and International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development held the symposium “The 

alpine wetland research under the climate change”. 

8) SEE Foundation organized the forum“Better Wetland, Better City”, which was focus on 

wetland city, sponge cityand cyclic city. 

9) Forest Bureau of Jiangsu Province held the workshop“Wetland protection and sustainable 

development of Jiangsu Province”, discussing the wetland protection and the eco-civilization 

construction practices.It also provided numerous materials of Jiangsu wetlands for 

the“Chinese Wetland Protection and Construction”Exhibition. 

10) NJUecoRICH and Zhejiang Zhuorui Technology Company Limited co-organized the 

workshop “Wetland & Internet: evaluation and monitoring”, which promoted the concept of 

“Wisdom Wetland”and provided a new horizon for wetlandscientificdevelopment. 

11) NJUecoRICH andWildfowl & Wetlands Trust (Consulting) Ltd.,(WWT 

Consulting)co-organized a workshop of “Wetland parks and wetland restoration”session, 

offering a good platform for communication and cooperation of the advanced technology in 

wetland construction and management in China and abroad.  

12) NJUecoRICH and United World College – Changshu hosted the session“Next generation 

thinking about wetlands”, which brought the fresh ideas to the conference. 
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2Three years of elaborate preparation 

2.1Making overall plan, highlighting key works 

In the end of 2013, Dr.ShuqingAn‟sgroup made anoverall work schedule, and divided the whole 

preparing work into 5 phases: the early preparing phase (from October, 2013 to December, 2014), 

the mid preparing phase (from January, 2015 to December, 2015), the late preparing phase (from 

January, 2016 to August, 2016), the conference phase (September 2016) and the post-conference 

phase (from October, 2016 to October, 2017). The scheduleacted as the guideline for the whole 

preparation work. It contained over 20 tasks, includedabstract book compiling andpublishing, 

local website designing and operating, proceedings and special issues publishing, conference 

materials designing and producing, volunteers selecting and training, etc. Meanwhile, 

International DevelopmentDepartmentof NJUecoRICHfounded a special group and prepared for 

the conference according to the overall schedule. In mid-2014, mid-2015 and early 2016, the 

schedule was modified for several timesto meet new challenges of preparationwork. 

 

The original schedule of The 10
th

INTECOL International Wetlands Conference  

2.2 Improving conference management, clarifying parties’ liability 

The conference‟s success lies in joint cooperation of host, supporters and organizers. 

On May 21
st
, 2015, the Launch Ceremony and Press Conference was held in the Xianlin Campus 

of Nanjing University. Under the witness of the representatives from INTECOL, Nanjing 

University, CCOIWC, ESC, WI, MSTP – WPCT, WWF, Forest Bureau of Jiangsu Province, 
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Agriculture Committee of Suzhou City, People‟s Government of Changshu andNJUecoRICH 

gathered together to sign the Memorandum of Understanding of the conference, and promised a 

most successful conference in the historyof International Wetlands Conference. The launch 

ceremony was widely reported by the Xinhua Daily, Modern Express, Nanjing Daily, People‟s 

Daily Online, Jiangsu Satellite TV, etc.It marked the conference preparing work was in full swing. 

 

Organizers, supporters and hosts signed on the MOU 

 

The Launch Ceremony 

In May of 2016, Organizing Committee concluded 12 urgent tasks: conference venue and facility 

management, conference programs, media and reports, foreign affairs, exhibition designing and 

conference excursions, etc. In July of 2016, China CYTS Tours Holding Co., Ltd (CYTS) was 

involved in the preparing work. In August of 2016, twelvecategories of taskswere distributed 

based on each party‟s expertise: Changshu Government undertook conference publicity, 

comprehensive coordination and communication with all parties;NJUecoRICH undertook the 

conference announcing, guests inviting, conference materials and program designing; CYTS 
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undertook the on-site conference works and transportation.  

Early September of 2016 was the crucial period of preparation work. ChangshuGovernment, 

NJUecoRICH and CYTS assembled to Changshu International Conference center for on-spot 

work. 

People‟s Government of Changshu dispatched over 40 staffs from the subordinate units and the 

agriculture committee to attend the preparing work. Those staffs were divided into 6 working 

groups: coordination group, secretariat group, conference affairs group, publicity group, logistics 

group and finance group, each with one supervisor and several deputy supervisors and members. 

At the same time, the “Responsibility division label for the 10
th

 INTECOL International Wetlands 

Conference” was made and distributed to each group clarify their responsibilities.Under the 

unified deployment of the Changshu Leading Group, conference works were carried out orderly: 

the coordination group was mainly responsible for the unified management and the coordinationto 

supervising departments and to the other government departments;the secretariat group prepared 

the conference materials, printed the conference certificatesand provided the list of VIP; the 

conference affairs group was responsible for collecting the participants‟ information, preparing 

the conference facilities, making layout of each wetland demonstration spot, formulating the 

transport plansand arranging the wetland exhibition;the publicity group was in charge of the 

external environment publicity, including makingadvertising billboards, flying banners 

andartillery billboards, propaganda films, Changshu wetland album and related publicity 

magazines, besides, it also coordinatedwithpublic media;the logistics grouptook charge insecurity, 

traffic, shuttles,confidentiality, food safety and health cares; the finance group guaranteed the 

conference funds provided on time. In addition, there were many other government departments 

actively participated in the conference such as foreign affairs office, reception office, public 

security bureau, the urban management bureau, transportation bureau andtourism bureau,etc. 

Dozens of staffs from NJUecoRICH and Nanjing University Ecological Research Institute were 

also constituted to the above-mentioned 6 working groups:coordination group led by Prof. 

Shuqing An, was in charge of task and personnel allocating, emergencieshandlingandforeign 

liaison;the secretariat groupprepared over 20 important speeches or host addresses for the opening 

& closing ceremonies and the important sessions; conference affairs group was mainly 

responsible for registration and temporary services; the publicity group was responsible 

forphotographing, video & sound recording, press release and media reports collecting;the 

logistics group was mainly responsible for the scheduling of catering, hotels and 
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transportation;the finance groupfocused on the registration payment, subsidy distribution and 

invoice issuing, etc. 

Besides, according to the actual demands, NJUecoRICHalso established the designing group, 

volunteer group, foreign affair group, tour guide group, exhibition group, PPT group, etc. The 

designing group designed all the conference materials and publicity layouts, including albums, 

panels, backdrops, program books, etc.;the volunteer group was responsible for training the 

volunteersso that best service could be provided to participants;the foreign affair group mainly 

dealt with foreign participants‟ request in a Chinese speaking environment; the tour guide group 

was responsible for the interpretation of the wetland spots during excursions;the exhibition group 

collected thematerials for wetland exhibition, editing the contents for Science Museum of Nanhu 

Lake Wetland Park and “Chinese Wetland Protection and Construction” Exhibition and 

displaying the conference posters; the PPT group was mainly responsible for collecting the PPTs 

with participants consents to accumulate the academicachievements of the conference. 

Those groups of each party were well trained, highly responsible, organized and 

disciplined,playing important parts for complete the conference work.       

2.3 Grasped the overall plan while devoted to detailed works  

From 2014 to 2016, fourteenofficial organizing meetings were held to determine conference site, 

programs, excursion routes andawards etc.Every trivial work was under the guidance of decisions 

formed by the organizing meetings.   
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Meeting minutesof the 14 formal organizing meeting 

The 1
st
 organizing meeting determined the list of Organizing Committee; the 2

nd
 organizing 

meeting determined the invited plenary speakers and the members of International Scientific 

Committee; and the 9
th

organizing meeting held in March, 2016 established the Chinese Scientific 

Committee. All of themassured fulfilled academic achievements for conference participants.  

On September 10-11
th

, 2015, the 7
th

organizing meeting & International Scientific Committee 

Meeting was held in Changshu. The participants were as follows: Bojie Fu(Academician of 

Chinese Academy of Sciences);Dr. AniaGrobicki;Prof.Jennifer Ann Davis;Prof.BrijGopal 

(Honoraryprofessor of Jawaharlal Nehru University,India);Dr. Lifeng Li (Director of Global 

Freshwater Project of WWF);Prof. Yi Pan;Mr. Cheng Li,Mr. Jianguo Wang, Prof. Shuqing 

Anetc.Representatives discussed issues on academic sessions, conference agenda, program of 

opening and closing ceremony, Changshu Wetland declaration, awards, etc.The meeting was of 

important significance on3 aspects:Firstly,establishedthe draft group of the Changshu Wetland 

Declaration (Dr.AniaGrobicki, Prof. Eugene Turner, Prof. Jos Verhoeven, Prof. Jennifer Ann 

Davis and Prof.Shuqing An), andcommissionedDr. AniaGrobicki to make the first draft;Secondly, 

reviewedand modified the proposals of symposia and workshops which would be held during 

conference; Thirdly, set pluralisticconference awards to commend the personnel and organizations 

who made great contribution to the wetland science and technology. 
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The 7
th

 organizing meeting & International Scientific Committee Meeting 

On June29th, 2016, the 11
th

 organizing meeting was held. This is the last large-scale 

organizingmeetingbeforethe conference, calling together principals of the hosts, supporters and 

organizers. Prof. Jun Chen, Prof. Cheng Li, Prof.LijiePu, Mr. Guangren Ma,Ms. Yan Fang 

(Division Chief of the CCOIWC),Mr. Cheng Xu (Deputy Director of MSTP – WPCT), Ms. 

Xiaohong Zhang (Deputy Director of Wetland International–China Office), Mr. Chunsheng Xia, 

Mr. HuiqiangXu, Mr. Jianguo Fan; Mr. BaoxingGao, Mr. HuimingHuo, Mr. Huizhong Dai, Prof. 

Shuqing An participated in the meeting. The meeting indicated that in order to successfully hold 

the conference, all parties should work together on: 1)Publish proceedings, abstract book and 

journal special issues; 2)Improve publicity andexpanding coverage; 3)Accelerate the construction 

of the “Chinese Wetland Protection and Construction” Exhibition;4)Guaranteethe financial 

supports for scholars who were in need. 
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The 11
th

 organizing meeting 

While grasping the overall direction of the conference, the organizing committee alsotreated 

every trifling preparing workwith full attention and rigorous attitude. 

On March 4
th

, 2014, NJUecoRICHreleased the announcement for collecting conference logo. 

During March 4
th

 toApril 15
th

, 2014, the organize committee received over 100 logos. After 

several rounds of screenings, the conference logo wasfinally determined on the meeting convened 

by Prof. Jun Chen and Mr. JianlinHui on July 27, 2014. 

 

The Conference Logo 

The organizing committee designed the conference website since September 2014 in high 

standards to deal with the large number of the participants and huge amount of information. The 

website was designed bilingually (in Chinese and English). The website provided services 

including conference introduction, registration, abstracts submission, excursion routes selection, 

hotel reservation, and volunteer application, etc. Meanwhile, the organizing committee applied 
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specified bank accounts (RMB account and US dollar account), which linked to online payment 

systems (Alipay and Paypal). The website greatly improved the efficiency of collecting 

participant‟s personal details and releasing conference announcement and information. 

 

Local website of the conference (Chinese interface) 

 

Local website of the conference (English interface) 

 

Regular inspection, evaluation and improvement were conducted to all the wetland spots of 

Changshu to meet the criteria of wetland restoration and conservation of China.In December, 

2014, the organizing group investigated the Shajiabang, Shanghu Lake, Nanhu Lake, 
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JiangxiangVillage, Chenhaiwei Village, Yangtze River Protection Districtetc., and selected 

10potential wetland sites with rich local characteristics. During March and July of 2015, 

evaluations and improving plans of the 10 sites wereprovided by NJUecoRICH after 2 rounds of 

investigations.Constructions projects were carried out in all sites according to their 

specificcircumstances. On June 6-7
th

, 2016, Mr. Jiianguo Fanand other leaders inspected 

NanhuLake Wetland Park, NicanglouRural Wetland and ChenhaiweiRural Wetland to fix 

remaining problems of the 3 sites. During the preparation period, several national and foreigner 

experts also selflessly provided their valuable advice on wetland conservation work. 

 

The 2ndinvestigation of the wetlands spots       The3rd investigation of the wetlands spots 

Since January of 2015, organizing committee collecteddozens symposium and 

workshopproposals, finallyconfirmed71 sessions covering49 themes of global change, 

biodiversity, ecosystem services, biogeochemical processes, ecosystem monitoring, wastewater 

treatment, biological invasion, value evaluation and sustainable managementetc. 

SinceJuly of 2016, NJUecoRICH started to draft the press release, host addressand speeches of 

the opening&closing ceremony.The drafts were compiled to speech collections, and were 

essential materials for the conferencepublicity. 

Conference materials included: Program book, abstract book, name card, convenient manual, 

notebook, pen, hand-drawn map, hat, T-shirt, umbrella, U disk, magnet mementoes, LOGO 

stickers, etc.Those materials were bilingually designed and continually modified for 2 years by 

NJUecoRICH to meet different demands of participants.Those beloved materials were oriental, 

practical and delicate. 
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Conference materials 
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3. Abundant conference achievements 

3.1 Releasing the ChangshuDeclaraionon Wetlands 

Since the 7
th

 organizing meeting, the Changshu Declaration draft group started to draft the 

declaration. Dr. AniaGrobicki made the first draft, later on Dr. Shuqing An completed the second. 

In June,2016, the proposal draft was finished by the “new”group (the member of the group 

includes: Dr. AniaGrobicki, Prof. R. Eugene Turner, Prof. Jos Verhoeven, Prof. Jennifer Ann 

Davis, Prof. Shirong Liu andProf. Shuqing An), and was sent to the International& Chinese 

Scientific Committee for amendments. On September 24, 2016, The Changshu Declaration on 

Wetlands was passed during the conference, marking the first time a resolution was released in the 

form of a declaration in the history of international wetlands conferences. The declarationexplains 

the important impact of the wetlands, the global meaning of the wetland work, the relationship 

between wetland and city, the wetland‟s importance on the development of civilization. The 

declarationalso highlights the importance for financial institutions, private companies, government 

departments and humankind to take care of the wetlands and to protect their homes. 

 

SignaturepanelofChangshu Declaration 
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Changshu Declaration(Chinese Version)Changshu Declaration(English Version) 

 

Signing ceremony of Changshu Declaration 

3.2 Issued pluralistic awards, brought positive social effects 

Wetland scientists award was passed down since the 7
th

 International Wetlands Conference in 

2004, to commend the very fewexcellent wetland scientists to theirgreat contributions in science, 

education, application and international academic exchange. On 20
th

September, 2016, the 

INTECOL WWG awarded 3 scientists the “Outstanding Wetland Scientists Award”, they were: 

Professor Shuqing An from Nanjing University of China, Professor Jan Kvet from University of 

South Bohemia Czech Republic and Professor William J. Mitsch from Florida Gulf Coast 

University of USA.  

 

Awarding ceremony of “Outstanding Wetland Scientists Award”Prof. Shuqing Anreceived the “Outstanding Wetland Scientists Award” 
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Prof. Jan Pokornyreceived the “Outstanding Wetland Scientists Award” on behalf of Prof. Jan KvetProf. William J. Mitsch received the “Outstanding Wetland Scientists Award” 

 

During the conference, the CCOIWC contributed a plenary speech (by Mr. Guangren Ma) and 4 

sessions, dominated “Chinese Wetland Protection and Construction” Exhibition and provided 

numerous exhibition materials. The CCOIWC also called for over 300 officers of Chinese 

wetland management departments to join the conference. INTECOL-WWG awarded the CCOIWC the 

“Special Contribution Award” to commend its contribution for promotewetland managementand 

practice.  

 

INTECOL-WWG awarded the CCOIWC the “Special Contribution Award” to CCOIWC 

INTECOL-WWG awarded the People‟s Government of Changshu the “Special Recognition for 

Wetland Construction Award” for playing apioneering rolein wetland protection; ESC 

awardedPeople‟s Government of Changshu the first “Eco-construction Demonstration City”.The 
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awardsnot only affirmedChangshu‟s work on wetland conservation and construction, but also 

encouraged the city toinput more onwetland and eco-civilization construction in the future. 

Changshu city committed to absorb experience from the previous wetland careers and try to 

explore a pattern where economy progress could be complied with improvement of environment. 

 

Awarding ceremony of “Special Recognition for Wetland Construction Award”  

 

Awarding ceremony of “Eco-construction Demonstration City” 

3.3 Brilliant academic sessions brought science boom of wetland discipline 

The conference set 11 plenary speeches and 71 sessions such as: “Wetlands and eco-civilization 

practices”, “wetlands and human well-being”, “construction and management of wetland parks”, 

“wetland parks and wetland restoration”, etc.The wonderful plenary speeches and sessions 

triggered new booms of wetland science.  

The 11 invited plenary speakers during the conference are the top experts at home and abroad and 

they are as follows: Dr. AniaGrobicki (Switzerland), Mr. Guangren Ma (China), Prof. Robert 

Costanza (Leading Ecological Economist and Professor at the Australian National University, 

Australia), Prof. Nancy Dise (Science Area Lead of Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions, UK), 

Prof. William J. Mitsch (USA), Prof. Jos Verhoeven (Professor of Utrecht University, the 

Netherland), Prof. Betsy Damon (Director of Keepers of the Waters, USA), Prof. Richard Hobbs 
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(Professor of the University of Western Australia, Australia), Prof. Shuqing An (China), Prof. 

Steve Polasky (Fesler-Lampert Chair in Ecological & Environmental Economics at the University 

of Minnesota, USA) and Prof. Max Finlayson (Professor of Charles Stuart University, Australia). 

 

Invited plenary speech by Dr. AniaGrobickiInvited plenary speech byMr. Guangren Ma 

 

Invited plenary speech byProf. Robert CostanzaInvited plenary speech by Prof. Nancy Dise 

 

Invited plenary speech byProf. William J. MitschInvited plenary speech by Prof. Jos Verhoeven 
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Invited plenary speech by Prof. Besty Damon                         Invited plenary speech byProf. Richard Hobbs 

 

Invited plenary speech byProf. Shuqing AnInvited plenary speech by Prof. Steve Polasky 

 

Invited plenary speech by Prof. Max FinlaysonGroup photo for parts of the plenary speakers and international experts 

“Wetlands and eco-civilization practices” session is one of the most important sessions of the 

conference. The theme of this session was “Healthy Wetland, Healthy Earth”. Mr. Shirong Liu, 

President of ESC, hosted the session. Mr. Qindi Zhou, Mayor of Changshu City, gave an 

introductory speech regarding the Changshu wetland restoration and construction situation. Ms. 

Ying Wang (Academician of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Professor of Nanjing University) 

andDr.William J. Mitsch made the keynote speeches. Mr. Guangren Ma made the summary report. 

The invited speakers and the audience passionately discussed different viewpoints and the 

successful experience of wetland protection and patterns at home and abroad such as: Wetland 
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city, coastal wetland and global change, river wetland and human civilization development, the 

management of water resources and the construction of wetland, ecological civilization and 

ecological construction in Changshu, etc. The wide-ranged discussion was also targeted to 

ecological and civil-ecological construction of Changshu City, as well as the world wetland 

development.At the end of the session, Mr. Qindi Zhou issued the “Letter of appointment of 

Changshu Senior Scientific Adviser” to all the invited speakers. 

 

“Wetlands and eco-civilization practices” sessionMs. Ying Wang gave the keynote speech and accepted the letter of appointment 

 

Prof. Jun Chen accepted the letter of appointmentMr. Guangren Ma accepted the letter of appointment   Dr. AniaGrobickiaccepted the letter of appointment 

 

Prof. William J. Mitschaccepted the letter of appointmentProf. R. Eugene Turner accepted the letter of appointment Prof. Jos Verhoevenaccepted the letter of appointment 
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Ms. Kimberly Ponzioaccepted the letter of appointment  Prof. Shirong Liu accepted the letter of appointment  Prof. Jennifer Ann Davis accepted letter of appointment 

The International Wetland Forum was set up in response to International Wetlands Conference, 

aimed at inviting the well-known international experts and scholars in the field of wetlands 

regularly to join in the academic exchange activities, and to discuss the hot spots in the field of 

wetland with college teachers and students in China. Since 2014, the forum has been successfully 

held 4 times. With the opportunity provided by the conference, the 5th International Wetland 

Forum was held with the theme “Wetlands and human well-being” on September 20, 2016. Mr. 

Kelin Chen (Director of Wetlands International - China Office) hosted the forum. Several 

members of the conference International Scientific Committee gathered together to discuss the 

issues of “coastal wetlands and human well-being”, “wetlands and aquatic ecosystem”, “natural 

wetland evaluation”etc., providing innovativeideas for wetland research and wise use. 

 

Posters of all the previous International Wetland Forums 
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Mr. Kelin Chen hosted the forum   Prof. Ramesh Reddy gave his lecture 

“Technology of ecological restoration and wetland conservation for rivers” and“Technology of 

ecological restoration and wetland conservation for lakes” sessions were held by MSTP - WPCT, 

whose themes were: River water purification and ecosystem restoration, seasonal plant 

collocation and plant harvest strategies, wetlands network restoration technology, ecological 

remediation of estuary deteriorated wetlands and the environmental effect, thinking of building a 

lake buffer zone, constructed wetlands treatment for sewage treatment plant discharge wastewater. 

By analyzing many valuable cases, the sessions made summing ups of the experiences and 

studies. 

 

Sessionsheld by MSTP - WPCT 

“Construction and Management of Wetland Parks” session was held by Wetland Conservation and 

Management Center of China. During the session, the participants discussed the construction and 

management of wetland parks in China, including the development of wetland parks, case study 

of London Wetland Center, relationship among three spatial dimensions in construction of 

Chinese wetland parks, case study of Guandu Nature Park in Taiwan, wetland conservation and 

development, best practice of Guangzhou National Wetland Park, wetland city accreditation for 

wise use of wetlands and so on. 
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“Construction and Management of Wetland Parks” session 

“Rural wetland value reconstruction” session was held by WWF, which discussed “wetland 

perspective reconstruction” by introducing “discussion about the rural wetland value under 

multiple points of view”, “rural wetland value reconstruction - methodology and practice” and 

“self-organizing rural agricultural demonstration cases of adapting to river basin wetlands” with 

profound theories in simple, understandable terms. Outside the meeting room, there was an 

exhibition of the Chinese painting from Ms. PeiyunRen (Member of Shanghai Artists Association 

Haimo - Chinese Painting Working Committee), which depicted the beautiful scenes in the rural 

wetland and awakened memories of the childhood in countryside. 

 

 

“Rural wetland value reconstruction” session 

“Better Wetland, Better City” session was held by SEE Foundation, World Future Council 

andNJUecoRICH, this session is about wetland city, the sponge city and cyclic city. This session 

was in response to the concept of “wetland city” put forward by the RamsarSecretariat. It called 

for the public to pay more attention to the important role of wetlands in urban construction by 

discussing the functions, opportunities and challenges of the wetland cities and sponge cities. 
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“Better Wetland, Better City” session 

“Wetland & Internet: evaluation and monitoring” session was co-organized by NJUecoRICH and 

Zhejiang Zhuorui Technology Company Limited. The theme “How can we make an 

organic integration between “wisdom wetland”and the new generation of information technology, 

such as cloud computing, IOT and big data” was discussed. It is an innovative measure that 

bridges the wetland and the internet, illuminating the possibility that the wetland can be evaluated 

and monitored by the internet. 

 

“Wetland & Internet: evaluation and monitoring” session 

“Next generation thinking about wetlands” session was held together by NJUecoRICH and United 

World College - Changshu. Young “scientists”from all around the world gathered to share their 

opinions on wetlands restoration and construction, and explored how to take the initiative to protect 

wetlands, which brought the fresh ideas to the conference. 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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“Next generation thinking about wetlands” session 

“Wetland protection and sustainable development of Jiangsu Province” session was held by 

Wetland Station of Jiangsu Province. The relationship between wetland protection and ecological 

civilization construction in Jiangsu and the Jiangsu province's economic and social sustainable 

development were discussed. The discussion was centered on wetland resource value, measures of 

wetland protection and the relationship between economic and social development, bringing 

innovative ideas for eco-civilization construction and economysustainable development of 

Jiangsu Province.  

“Wetland parks and wetland restoration” session was held together by NJUecoRICH and WWT 

Consulting, presenting the design concept, the restoration and the education function of wetland 

park as well as the wetland restoration guideline in China in vivid detail. It provided new thoughts 

for the design, construction and management of the wetland park in China. 

 

“Wetland parks and wetland restoration” session 

3.4 New patterns, new horizons 

During the conference, the experts highly affirmed the 3 kinds of important patterns related with 

wetlands put forward by Prof. ShuqingAn and NJUecoRICH. 

1) Rural Wetland 

For a long time, ponds, reservoirs, lotus root fields, paddy fields and canal systems play an 
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important role in the rural wetland. Rural wetland is the lifeline of the rural economy, because the 

villagers usually make full use of the wetland to get the maximum economic benefits. Putting 

forward the concept of “rural wetland” can call for the public rationallyuse of the rural wetland 

and realize the harmony between people and nature. Rural wetland has the character of “Trinity 

Concept” that means a harmonious coexistence between “Production (Shengchan in Chinese 

pronunciation)”, “Life (Shenghuoin Chinese pronunciation)” and “Ecology (Shengtai in Chinese 

pronunciation)”. 

2) Wetland City& Wetland Town 

With the sustainable development of the ecology protection & wetland construction and the 

promotion of the urbanization, it is important to restore the urban wetlands in order to ensure the 

city development. Wetland protection should be a main concept in the urbanization process. 

Through the advocation of “wetland city”, more suggestions from the perspective of ecology for 

the urbanization in China can be offered.On the basis of this theory, the concept of "wetland 

town" was evolved, aimed to create feature-richtowns integrated withwetland tourism, products, 

exhibition and culture. 

3) “Wisdom” Wetland 

It is important to use the internet technology for the field of wetland in this information age. 

Using internet monitoring and through analysis of large data, comprehensive comparison and 

analysis, not only is it possible to monitor the wetland but also build the wetland science 

development system that functions from science & education and protection to promote 

restoration and the wise use of the wetlands. 

At the closing ceremony, the “Excellent Oral Presentation of Young Scholars” and “Excellent 

Posters of Young Scholars” were issued to encourage the young scholars to conduct further 

exploration in the wetlands field. 

 

Winners of the “Excellent Oral Presentation of Young Scholars”
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Prof. Cheng Li issued the “Excellent Posters of Young Scholars” Award to winners 
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4. Profound social impacts 

4.1 Widepublicity promoted people’s consciousness for protecting wetlands 

 

During the conference, there were more than 50 media reported the conference, including China 

Central Television (CCTV-1, CCTV-4), Jiangsu TV; China Daily, Xinhua Daily, China 

Environmental News, China Green Times; the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), 

Wetland in China, Nanjing University; Peoples network, Guang Ming online, Sina.com, etc. All 

the coverage guarantees extensive publicity and allows the public to know about the frontier 

trends and significance of the wetland academy and management. 

 

Xinhua Daily reported the conference             MOST reported the conference 

 

CCTV-1 reported the conference    CCTV-4 reported the conference 

Changshu TV Station and Changshu People‟s Broadcasting Stationalso fully supported the 

conference. The “Citizens‟ Voices”specially recorded a talk show called“The mayor listens to 

you”, interviewing Mr. Jianguo Fanand Dr Shuqing An about wetland science, wetland functions, 
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wetland parks, wetland conservation and wise use and so on. Mr. Jianguo Fan introduced the 

history and current situation of Changshu wetland conservation, emphasized on the harmonious 

development between man and nature. Dr. Shuqing An introduced the functionsandconstruction 

principalsof wetland parks and rural wetlands. Attendees included officers of agriculture 

committee and environment protection departments of Changshu Government, experts in wetland 

majors, representatives of volunteers and social communities, spoke highly of the talk show.  

Wetland propaganda and education was also conducted through exhibition. During the conference, 

the “Chinese Wetland Protection and Construction” Exhibition was opened freely every day and 

showed the general situation, protection and construction achievements of wetland in Changshu 

City, Jiangsu Province and China through the forms of videos, graphics, texts, etc. 

 

The “Chinese Wetland Protection and Construction” Exhibition 

4.2 Displaying wetland construction attainment, improve wetland management level 

The mid-conference excursion was on September22
nd

. Excursion sites included 7 Changshu 

wetland spots:Nanhu Lake Wetland Park, Jiangxiang Village Rural Wetland Park, Chenhaiwei 

Rural Wetland, DongbangNicanglou Rural Wetland, Shajiabang National Wetland Park, Shanghu 

Lake National Urban Wetland Park; and 3 outside of Changshu wetland spots: Suzhou Taihu 

Lakeside National Wetland Park, Wuxi Lihu Lake National Wetland Park, DafengMilu National 

Nature Reserve. The experts spoke highly of the NanhuLake Wetland Park and its science 

museum; the Shajiabang National Wetland Park, Chenhaiwei Rural Wetland, 

ChangshuDongbangNicanglou Rural Wetland were also highly appreciated. After the conference, 

a group of distinctive international experts visited the Suzhou Taihu Lake National Wetland Park, 

Wuxi Lianghong National Wetland Park, Changzhou Tianmu Lake National Wetland Park, 

JiaxingNanbei Lake Wetland Park, and ChongmingDongtanNature Reserve. The excursions were 
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an excellent way to show Chinese wetlands.  

Shajiabang National Wetland Park has profound natural and cultural backgrounds and attracted 

lots of visitors. Prof. Curtis Richarson said, „Water is the core ofhuman society, while human 

activity in turn strongly influences the water. Healthy and entire ecosystems are crucial to water. 

Shajiabang did perfect work in maintaining water environment and healthy 

ecosystems.‟Prof.Ramesh Reddy and Prof.MairaIrigaray spoke highly of the wetland 

conservation and restoration work, for it improved the environment bearing capacity and water 

quality, as well as protected waterfowl and animals inhabiting in the wetlands. 

 

Experts visited the Shajiabang National Wetland Park 

Shanghu National Urban Wetland Park is locatedinsouth-west of Changshu City. It is the National 

5A scenic spots. Through measures of returning farmlands to lake, the water quality steadily stays 

the national surface water class II standards. The islands and lakes intertwined, forming a 

beautiful mountain-and-lake landscape. Inside thepark, there inhibits nearly 100 categories of 

birds, over 90 kinds of fish, shrimp, crab and shell, and over 300 kinds of plants. The wetland 

park plays an important role in water and biodiversity maintaining, regional water balance and 

climate regulation as well aslandscape beatifying of Changshu city. 

NanhuLake Wetland Park was designed by NJUecoRICH. Several innovative and effective 

wetlands restoration patterns including ecological percolation island wetland restorationpattern, 

herbaceousmarsh wetlands restoration pattern and forestry swamp wetland restoration pattern 

were applied into practice here. The experts praised highly of the rich plants resource and the 

designing concepts of the park, they believed that the wetland park was a classic case of Chinese 

wetland restoration project. 
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Experts visited the NanhuLake Wetland Park 

The science museum of Nanhu Lake Wetland Park is the first large-scale wetland museum in 

Changshu city. The museum has 2 floors, 5 exhibition halls called “Preface”, “Kidney of the 

Earth”, “River of Culture”, “Oasis of City”, “Lake in Harmony”, with exhibition area of 3000 

square meters. The museum shows the layout of Changshu wetlands, the characteristics and 

changes, analyzes the negative effects of wetland destruction, and displaysmeasures,techniques 

and achievementsin the process of wetland restoration work of Changshu. Due to its delicate 

design andprecise contents, the museum became the most beloved part of the visitor during 

excursion.  

 

Experts visited the science museum of Nanhu Lake Wetland Park 

Nicanglou Rural Wetland showed the harmonious and unifiedwetland culture in waterland region. 

The wetland purification project ofrural domestic sewage greatly improved the village‟s living 

environment. The experts were interested in thesymbiotictechnology of fish and rice. Dr. Nancy 

Dise, one of the plenary speakersaid that she was motivatedby the villagers‟ strong supportson 

rural wetland constructions and advanced conceptsof living in a harmoniousenvironment. 
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Participants visited the Nicanglou Rural Wetland 

4.3 Promote academic exchange and international cooperation 

The Changshu Declaration on Wetlandand the summary report will be published in the 

Ecological Engineering, Wetlands, etc., and also on the website of INTECOL, ESC, SWS, WWF, 

WI,etc. 

The conference recorded totally 547 abstracts in the field of wetland protection, restoration and 

management. Under the expert committee‟s review, several special issues will be published after 

the conference to accumulate the frontier of world wetland research achievements, and to promote 

academic exchanges and cooperation in the field of wetland. 

Chinese Journal of Applied Ecologypublished 9 papers in July of 2016. Several otherfamous 

journals might publish special issues after the conference. The journals names and potential titles 

are as the follows: Ecological Application: Wetland restoration: theory and practices; Ecological 

Indicator: Wetlands: health, evaluation and management; Hydrobiologia: Coastal Wetlands: 

services, uses and conservation; Wetlands: Wetlands for wastewater treatment; Landscape and 

urban planning: Wetland Parks in China: designing, construction and development; Wetland 

Ecology and Management: Wetland monitoring, assessment and management; Marine and 

Freshwater Research: Chinese wetland research, and the Wetland Science and Management will 

collecting papers from the wetland local administrative departments. 

The 12
th

 International Congress of Ecology will be held on August 20-25th, 2017 in Beijing, 

China, with the theme of“Ecology and Civilization in a Changing World”. On the basis,great 

academic achievements of the 10
th

 International Wetlands Conference, the organizers of the 12
th

 

International Congress of Ecology invited NJUecoRICH and Utrecht Universityto organize a 

symposium focus on wetland discipline. 
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NJUecoRICH and WWT Consulting organized the “Wetland parks and wetland 

restoration”session and received high attention, they will present a more innovative session focus 

on “Management and restoration of rural wetlands: identifying issues and sharing solutions from 

Europe and China”in the 2017 Annual Meeting of SWS. This will strengthen the communications 

between China and Europe, and promote theconcept and pattern of “rural wetland”to the whole 

world. 
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Conclusions 

2016 The 10
th

 INTECOL International Wetlands Conference is a successful event with many 

highlights. It could not be so successful without the diligences, cooperation and enthusiasm of the 

hosts, organizers and supporters. The conference is of great significance for wetland restoration, 

construction and management of Changshu City, Jiangsu Province and China, and also for the 

international exchange and cooperation. 

For Nanjing University, the latest researchachievementsand advanced engineeringtechniques 

provided by participants would promote the disciplinesdevelopment of wetland and ecology. 

For Jiangsu Province, where the concepts of “Green Development”and “Eco-civilization 

Construction”are demanded to implemented, will absorb the new techniques, experience and 

management philosophies in the fields of wetlands.   

For Changshu City, the unprecedented grand conference is of historical significance. “Special 

Recognition for Wetland Construction Award” by INTECOL-WWG and the first 

“Eco-construction Demonstration City” by ESCwere issued to People‟s Government of Changshu 

to commend its distinctive success on wetland protection. The awards not only affirmed 

Changshu‟s work on wetland conservation and construction, but also encouraged the city to input 

more on wetland and eco-civilization construction in the future. 

The conference should be remembered by the whole world.The Changshu Declaration on 

Wetlands was passed during the conference, marking the first time a resolution was released in the 

form of a declaration in the history of international wetlands conferences. Though the conference 

has ended, it would still provide the communicative platform for the experts, scholars and 

managers, and promote academic exchanges and cooperation in the field of wetland.The 

conference is not only a valuable treasure, but also a precious opportunity. We‟re sincerely 

hopeful that the wetland experts and scholars be more innovative, diligent and explore more, and 

achieve new findings in future studies. We also hope that with the concern and support from 

governments, universities, research institutes and all our people, the wetland work can be 

furtherimproved and enhanced. 

 


